
Gucci at 90
Guccio Gucci had the foresight to embrace the future in his fashion designs a tradition that has
stood the luxury label in good stead through the generations BYAnandhi Gopinath
Italian luxury label Gucci may be

celebrating its 90th anniversary this
year but this is one brand that does

not need a facelift Despite its age and il
lustrious history it has always embraced
the future while remaining loyal to its
heritage Founded by Guccio Gucci in
1921 the brand has mastered the art of
employing futuristic technologies and
marketing channels that tie in perfectly
with the business of fashion earning it
accolades across the industry

Gucci has had a tumultuous 90 years
since its founding wading through great
successes financial failings and family
tragedies before emerging as the com
pany that it is today Much like a diamond
in the rough that undergoes immense
pressure to transform Gucci s glittering
success today comes from many years
of hard work perseverance and good
fortune

Although he was an Italian immi
grant who worked in exclusive hotels in
Paris and London young Guccio had an
eye for luxury and style Inspired by the
luggage that he noticed the upper class
guests of the hotels used Guccio returned
to his hometown of Florence to open a
leather goods shop in 1921 offering what
was then an unusual proposition —a
distinctly English aesthetic refined by
Italian craftsmanship

By 1938 he was able to open a second
store in Rome — by this time theGucci
brand had become famous for its infal

lible eye for quality and an aesthetic
inspired by the equestrian world Even
during the difficult years of Europe s fas
cist rule Gucci flourished and became the
brand of choice amongst titled families
and celebrities across the region

Guccio died in 1953 leaving his sons
Aldo Vasco and Rodolfo to run the now
incredibly successful company Gucci
had attained international prominence
making headlines with famous icons
of the brand that remain recognisable
even today — for example the Florasilk
scarf without which Grace Kelly was
rarely seen and the Jackie 0 shoulder bag
which Jackie Kennedy popularised
Unfortunately Gucci s fame turned

to infamy as the brothers began to fight
among themselves Disputes regard
ing inheritance shareholdings and the
day to day operations of the stores often
divided the family and led to alliances Ac
cording to reports ferocious arguments at
board meetings on the company s future
were accompanied by purses and bags fly
ing over the table The tabloids went crazy
and the companywas soon garnering as
much publicity for its sordid squabbles
as for the products it made This was not
a good thing — by the 1980s Guccihad
lost much of its lustre

However someone from the third gen
eration of the Gucci family — Rodolfos
son Maurizio —managed to returnsome
semblance of sanity to the company He
sought to stop the fighting that had torn
the family apart by turning to outside

talent to chart Gucci s future It was his

final and most important contribution
to the legendary Italian brand that bore
his surname —Mauriziowasmurdered
in 1995 on the instruction of his ex wife

Patrizia Reggiani

By the late 1990s Gucci had managed
to achieve a prominence that Guccio
would have been proud of Tom Ford who
joined the company in 1994 transformed
the ailing almost bankrupt giant into
a new fashion force Towards the end

of the 1990s the maison was valued at
about US 4 3 billion RM12 9 billion
In 1999 Gucci entered into an alliance
with French Pinault Printemps Redoute
Group PPR and by 2004 had become the
Gucci Group Ford left that year and his
role as creative director is today held by
Frida Giannini —a formeraccessories
designer for the brandwho is now seen to
be writing a new chapter for the brand

Giannini s unwavering vision ofGucci
is a potent combination of the world
Guccio created and the universe his great
grandchildren are occupying While she
has constantly paid homage to Gucci s
icons over the years and unfailingly cel
ebrated momentous elements that define

the history of the brand Giannini has also
given Gucci a youthful spin by involving
the brand in projects and ideas that are
equally iconic

For example Gucci has developed an
intrinsically altruistic bent —itspartner
ship with Unicef is probably one of the
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most successful of its kind in the luxury
industry Since 2005 the annual Gucci
Campaign to Benefit UNICEF has sup
ported education healthcare protection
and cleanwater programmes for orphans
and children affected by HIV AIDS in
Isub SaharanAfrica A special collection is
released each year for the purpose and not
only has Gucci registered a cult follow
ing for these items but also raised US 7
million in the process It is nowUnicefs
single largest corporate donor Giannini
also designed a limited edition bracelet
to benefit Japan s earthquake reliefwork
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that sold out almost instantly
Much like how Guccio worked around

the shortage of leather and metals in the
pre waryears byworkingwith canvas and
bamboo Gucci has found new ways to
operate intelligently and efficiently Last
year it launched a worldwide eco friendly
programme centred around packaging
that was made entirely of recycled ma
terials Gucci is far from a pioneer in this
aspect but what it lacked in originality
it made up for with style The initiative
also coincided with the launch of a new

packaging design emulating the Guccis
sima leather print

Gucci also never lost track of the

sport that inspired Guccio in the 1920s
— equestrianism Established in2009

after the brand s 20 year absence from
the sport the Gucci Masters have become
one of theworld s most prestigious indoor
equestrian competitions In a unique
continuance of the relationship Gucci
had with Princess Grace it supports her
granddaughter Charlotte Casiraghi and
her show jumping team Gucci also sup
ports the world s top female show jumper
—Australian EdwinaAlexander
But one thing that Gucci pioneered

that defines its youthful and modern ap
proach is a substantial and credible online
presence When Gucci launched its US
e commerce site in 2002 itwas one of the
few in the luxury industry to do so and has
since expanded that presence in a way that
engages its many customers on several
levels Last year its 2011 spring summer
runway show included a special first row
that no one could see — legions offans
who caught the show live online

There is also something Giannini
created called a Digital Flagship which
harnesses the most innovative Internet

technologies available today to give the
site s monthly 2 5 million unique visitors
an experience that replicates the one they
have at the brick and mortar Gucci flag
ship stores in Rome New York London
or Shanghai

Two years after breaking new ground
with a specialised iPhone app Gucci re
cently created a new app for iPads called

the Gucci Style by Gucci magazine It is
a brilliant 360° brand immersion expe
rience that is interactive and fun and
includes shopping Giannini s personal
picks from various seasons and even a
virtual road trip from Rome to Turinwith
options to eat drink and stay
Giannini recognises the well read

customers of the future who are looking

for not only a shopping trip but an overall
lifestyle experience — and she hasman
aged to deliver that experience in a way
most suited to their convenience

As Gucci makes its way past the mo
mentous occasion of turning 90 it does
sowith a youthful flair that manybrands
are unable to emulate Like how Guccio

once moulded the English aesthetic with
Italian craftsmanship Giannini is today
seamlesslyblending a respect for heritage
that spans 90 years with an enthusiastic
vision of the future ensuring the brand
exists for many more years to come B
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